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A new mathematical approach to the theory of collective motions and quasipar- 
titles is presented. This approach is based on some recent results in the theory of 
commuting non-selfadjoint operators. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A light wave in a vacuum propagates with a constant velocity. But in a 
medium one can observe wave dispersion which means that the wave 
velocity is a function of frequency, 
u = Uoei(kx -wt) (w = o(k)). (1) 
It turned out that the theory of operator colligations [4, 5, 6, lo] in 
Hilbert spaces is deeply connected with the problem of wave dispersion and 
gives a new approach to the investigation of enigmatic, so-called, “collec- 
tive” motions and quasiparticles. 
We assume that when an external field penetrates a medium it polarizes 
this medium, and as a result, at each point of the medium a nonclosed 
system is formed. These systems have peripheral parts and latent (hidden) 
parts. Emission and absorption of particles corresponds to transitions 
between latent and peripheral parts. We assume that this process in the 
one-dimensional cases can be described by input u(t, x), output v(t, x) and 
internal state f( t, x) (t, < t < t 1, x0 <x GX,). We assume also that inputs 
and outputs are vector functions with values belonging to a finite dimen- 
sional space E, which is called the coupling space. This space corresponds 
to the peripheral parts of systems. Similarly, the internal states are vector 
functions with values in a finite or infinite dimensional Hilbert space H, 
which is called the internal space. 
Later we will introduce a rigorous definition of collective motions. In this 
case all systems, distributed along the x axis, behave like one big spatio- 
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temporal system, i.e., the internal state-f(f(, x0) at a single point .x0 and the 
input u( t, X) (x,, < x ,< x,) define uniquely the internal states f(t, x) at all 
points x (x0 < x < x, ) of the medium. Hence, in the case of collective 
motions, there exists a connection between internal states at different 
points of the medium. Such motions can appear, for instance, in a conden- 
sed medium because of strong interaction between molecules, atoms, ions, 
and electrons Cl, 31. 
Our investigation of collective motions shows that collective inputs and 
outputs are solutions of some wave equations. These equations have simple 
expressions in terms of operators in the coupling space. Every internal 
collective state is accompanied by the input wave and the output wave. Dis- 
persion laws of these two waves coincide. There is a shift between phases of 
these waves. This shift can be obtained from the joint transfer (charac- 
teristic) function, which plays an important role in the whole theory. 
The following inverse problem can be solved: Given an algebraic 
equation F(o, k) = 0, find all spatio-temporal systems with prescribed dis- 
persion law F(o, k) =O. As an example we consider the equation 
0’ = c2k2 + a” and the corresponding Klein-Gordon equation. In the last 
section we consider collective motions of a three-dimensional medium. 
2. COLLECTIVE MOTIONS 
Many problems of Mathematical Physics lead to equations of the form 
where A is a linear bounded operator in a Hilbert space (dim H = N < ix! ), 
andf(t) is a state of the corresponding system. In physical applications the 
energy (or the number of particles) in the statef is proportional to the 
scalar product (f,f). If A = A* in Eq. (2) then the energy does not change 
and in this case system (2) is said to be closed. In general, system (2) 
interacts with environment and it is always possible to represent the 
operator A -A* in the form 
f(~-~*)=@*o@. (3) 
where 4% H-+ E is a linear mapping of H into a new Hilbert space E, CJ is a 
bounded selfadjoint operator in E and @*: E + H is the adjoint of @: 
(a u) = CA @*u) (f~ H, u E E). (4) 
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One of the representations of the form (3) can be derived in the following 
way: 
f(A-A*)=P&TP,, 
where G = (A - A *)H, P, is the orthogonal projection onto G, 
and E=G, @= P,. 
In the folowing we assume that the so-called nonhermitian subspace G is 
finite dimensional: dim G = n < co. 
The set (A, H, @, E, a) which satisfies the condition (3) is called a 
cofligation, the space H is called the internal space of the colligation and E: 
the coupling space. With every colligation we associate an open system 
which is defined by equations of the form 
ig+ Af= @*a[u(t)], 
(5) 
u(t) = u(t) - #[f(t)]. 
These relations have not been chosen arbitrarely: it is easy to check [7] 
that for such system the following law of energy balance holds: 
-&f)=( 04 u) - (w u), (6) 
where (CU, u) and (eu, V) can be interpreted as energy flows throught the 
input and the output, respectively. 
Let us assume now that an input, a state, and an output depend also on 
a spatial coordinate x (x,, < x < x 1 ). 
DEFINITION. An input u(t, x), a state f( t, x) and an output u(t, x) are 
said to be a collective input, state, and output, respectively, if they satisfy 
equations of the form 
.af k&+Af=@*a(A)[u(t,x)], 
ig+ Bf = @*a(B)[u(t, x)], 
u(t, x) = u(t, x) - i@[f(t, x)], 
(7) 
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where 
X= (A, 4 H, @, E, a(A), a(B)) 
is a colligation, i.e.. 
i(B-B*)=@*a(B)@, 
i 
and [a(A)]*=o(A), a(B)>O. 
For collective motions the following laws of energy balance hold: 
(8) 
i9) 
(10) 
Remark. If @H= E and Kera(A)nKero(B)= (0) then the 
colligation X is called a strict colligation. If the colligation X is strict hen a 
given collective statef(t, x) defines uniquely the corresponding input u( t, x) 
and output u(r, .u). Indeed, if u’, U” are two such inputs then Eqs. (7) imply 
that C( A )( U’ - u”) = 0, a( B)( u’ - u”) = 0. Hence 11’ - 14” = 0. 
Assuming that Eqs. (7) are consistent for arbitrary initial conditions 
f’( I,, x0) =fO we conclude that AB = BA. 
The relations 
AB*-BA*=(A-A*)B*-(B-B*)A*. 
B*A-A*B=(A-A*)B-(B-B*)A 
(11) 
between commuting operators A, B and adjoint operators A*, B* are self- 
evident. These relations imply that the images of the operators AB* - BA*, 
B*A - A*B belong to the subspace G = Range( A - A*) + Range(B - B*). 
Hence for strict colligations, the representations 
f (B*A - A*B) = @*‘li@, 
(12) 
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are valid, where y, 7 are selfadjoint operators in E. Using (9), (1 l), ( 12) we 
conclude that the following relations are valid: 
cr(A)@B* - a(B)@A* = y@, (13) 
a(A)@B - a(B)@A = y’@. (14) 
Subtracting (13) and (14) we also obtain an important connection between 
y and j? 
~=y+i(D(A)@@*o(B)-o(B)w*a(A)). (15) 
THEOREM 1. Assume that X is a strict commutative (i.e., AB= BA) 
colligation. Then an input u(t, x) is a collective input if and only if u(t, x) 
satisfies the equation 
au au 
a(B) at = a( A) z - zyu. 
The corresponding output satisfies the equation 
ProoJ We use integrability conditions 
w azf 
zFx=axat 
Equations (7) imply 
AZ-B;=@* o(A);-a(B); . 
> 
and 
A@*a(B)u-B@*a(,4)u=i@* a(A)&a(B): . 
> 
Equality ( 13 ) implies 
B@*a(A) - A@*a( B) = @*y. 
Hence 
@* 
au au 
c~(A)~-~(B)~-iyu =0 
> 
(16) 
(17) 
(If31 
(19) 
which implies for strict colligations the Eqs. (16). 
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One can check that for the output u = u - i@(f) the following equality is 
valid: 
dV a0 au au 
a(A)!y--b(B)f-ijiu=b(A)~-b(B)~--i)’U. (20) 
Hence if u satisfies Eq. (16) then v satisfies Eq. ( 17). 
The condition o(B) >O implies that Eqs. (16), (17) are of hyperbolic 
type; the solutions of these equations are waves. 
Equations (16) and (17) imply that 
(21) 
where J(U) = - (o(A)u, u). Hence there are separate laws of energy conser- 
vation for collective input and for collective output. 
Theorem 1 shows that operator y is related to the input in a natural way, 
and the operator 1; is related to the output. We will use the notation 7 = yin, 
7 = l’O”f. 
3. COLLECTIVE PLANE WAVES 
Let us consider solutions of a temporal equation 
i;:+ Af= @*a(ll)[u(t)], 
(22) 
L’ = u - i@(f), 
of the form 
u(t) = u+?y f(t) =f,P, L’(t) = OOp. (23) 
It is easy to see that 
fo = (A - AZ)-‘@*u,, 
vo = S,(l)uo, 
where 
s, = I- i@(A - AZ) ~ ‘@*a(A). 
(24) 
(25) 
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Analogously we can find solutions of a spatial equation 
ig+ Bf= @*a(B)[u(x)], 
(26) 
u(x) = u(x) - i@[f(x)], 
of the form 
u(x) = uoeip”, f(x) =foeipx, u(x) = uoei’l-‘, (27) 
In this case we obtain formulas 
fo=(B-pz)-‘@*a(B)u,, 
(28) 
uo = SB(PL)UO, 
where 
s,= I-idyll-pZ)-‘@*a(B). (29) 
Operator functions S,(A) and S,(p) are said to be partial transfer 
(characteristic) functions. 
Now, let us consider collective motions of the form 
u = uoe’(“’ + PX), f=foe’(l’ + PJ, u = voei(“‘+PxJ. (30) 
Theorem 1 implies that u and u are solutions of Eqs. (16) and (17), respec- 
tively. Hence u. and u. are solutions of algebraic equations 
(A.o(B) - /&J(A) + yi”)uo = 0, (31) 
(hJ(B)-pCLa(A)+y”“‘)u,=0. (32) 
One can prove [4, 51 the following important equality: 
det(Aa(B) - pa(A) + yin) = det(la(B) - pa(A) + JJ~“‘). 
The polynomial 
(33) 
D(A, p) = det(lo(B) - pta(A) + yin) (34) 
is called the discriminant function of the colligation. The corresponding 
algebraic curve 
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is called the discriminant curve. The subspaces 
Z?“(M) = Ker(Ja(B) -,uta(A) + $“). 
E”“‘(M) = Ker(k(B) -pa(A) + y”“‘), 
where M = (A, p) is an arbitrary point of the curve f, are called the input 
and output subspaces, respectively. Equations (31) (32) imply that 
240 E E’“(M), vg E Eout( M). 
Two partial transfer functions S,(J) and S,(p) coincide on the input 
subspace E’“(M). Indeed, relations (19), (31) imply 
Hence, 
(B@*a(A) - A@*a(B))u, = @*yg”UO, 
@*(pa(A) - ;ia(B))u, = @*).‘“uo. 
and 
(B-pz)@*o(A)u,=(A -~zp*a(B)u, 
(A -M-‘@*a(A)u,= (B-/d) -‘@*o(B)u,, (35) 
~A(~b43 = S&)&h (t&J E zi-“( M), D(1, u) = 0). (36) 
DEFINITION. The mapping $44): E’“(M) -+ E”“‘(M), where 
S(M)=S,(~)I,.,,,=S,(~)I,.,,~, (37) 
is said to be the joint transfer (characteristic) function of commutative 
colligation X. 
As a function of M(I, ,u) it is defined on the discriminant curve r and as an 
operator it is defined on E’“(M). 
Putting ,4 = -w, p = k in (30) we conclude that there exists a simple 
relation between the discriminant curve D(n. p) = 0 and the dispersion law 
F(w, k)=O: 
F(o, k) = D( -w, k). (38) 
All components of the input and output waves satisfy the same scalar 
partial differential equation 
(39) 
which is a peripheral manifestation of a collective spatio-temporal internal 
state f( t, x). 
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The following inverse problem arises: 
Given a wave equation, can it be considered as a peripheral 
manifestation of a collective spatio-temporal motion? How does one find 
all such motions? 
4. A ONE-DIMENSIONAL WAVE EQUATION 
Let us consider, for instance, the following wave equation 
(40) 
(In the case of the Klein-Gordon equation a = mc2/.) This equation can 
be written in the form 
Introducing the vector u = (-I), where 
z=ia-W’ (.&$ (It31 = 1) 
one can write Eq. (40) in the matrix form 
Comparing Eqs. (41) and (16) one can conclude that 
a(A)=a ( 1 0 > a 
0 -1 
’ 
Q)=; 
( 1 o 0 ) 2 1 
7 p=; ( 0 e* 
(41) 
i). (42) 
The discriminant function is 
o(n, p) =; (1’ - c2p2 - a2), 
and the discriminant curve is A2 = c2p2 + a2. 
Let X= (A, B, H, @, E, a(A), a(B)) be a strict commutative colligation 
with o(A), o(B), and y’” defined by (42). The generalized Cayley-Hamilton 
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theorem (two commuting operators annihilate their discriminant 
polynomial [4, 51) implies 
Hence 
A2 - c2B2 = ~‘1. (43 1 
A-cB A+cB -. -= I. 
a a (44) 
Let us introduce the following operator: 
Q=a-‘(A+cB). 
Then 
(45 1 
a(Q)=a-‘(o(A)+co(B))=2 i i 
( > 
(46) 
From (44) we conclude that 
Qp’=a-‘(A-cB) and 
Hence 
A=q(p+pl), 
(47) 
B=& (Q-Q-~). 
From (46) it follows that Q has a one-dimensional imaginary part: 
(48 1 
where gOE H is a fixed element. One can prove that formulas (47), (48) 
always supply a solution of the inverse problem for Eq. (41). 
One can also prove the following formulas: 
(1) 
a2 0 
Y 
cut =- 
c e*w*(o): ( 
f3w(O) 
0 > ’ 
(49) 
where ~$0 = 1 - 2i( (Q - [I)- ‘g,, g,) is the so-called characteristic function 
[2, 7, 93 of Q and w(0) is the value of W(C) at [ = 0. 
409/116/l-3 
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(2) The input and output subspaces E’“(A, p) and E““‘(A, 10 are one- 
dimensional and ,!?‘(A, p) = {pei}, E““’ = {pez}, (p E C), where 
e, = 
( 
n-l(cpl~l)B*)’ e2=(a-l(cp-:)8*w*(o)) (12=c2P2+a2). 
(3) The joint transfer function is defined by the relation 
S(M)e, = w[a-‘(A + cp)]e,. (51) 
Remark. Let &, be an eigenvalue of the operator Q: u, = [Jo. From 
the relation (48) it follows that Im(&,) > 0. It is obvious that 
where 
n,=;(io+io% ro=+4). (53) 
Hence, always Im(p,) > 0. It is easy to check that Im A,, > 0 if l&J > 1, 
Im&=Oif I&,1=1 andImI,<Oif l~,l<l.Iftheinputu(t,x)-Othen 
fo(t, x) =foe”hf+pw’ (54) 
is the corresponding collective state and 
uo( t, x) = uoe’(h”o’ + pcox) (uct = -Wfo)) (55) 
is the corresponding output. From (32) it follows 
(Im &)(W9~o~ ud = Um ~d((~(~)h, uo) (56) 
and sign(Im A,) = Sign((a(A)u,, u,,) = -sign J(u,). 
Thus there are three cases: 
(1) [loI = 1: the coffectiue state fO( t, x) is a periodic function of time, 
the energy flow J(u) = 0 and lim, _ +m f(t, x) = 0; the collective motion does 
not fade and has a finite energy. 
(2) l&J > 1: the collective motion fades and J(u) < 0. 
(3) 15,J < 1: lim,,+,xfO(t,x)=co, J(u)>O. 
The characteristic function w(c) has the following properties [2, 73: 
(1) I4Ol> 1 Um C>O), 
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(2) cdi*)l* = w-‘(I), 
(3) lim,,,,v(i)= 1. 
It can be represented in the form: 
33 
(57) 
(Im ik > 0, CIrn ck < m ), where 01(s) is a real nondecreasing function. The 
corresponding operator m=Tcan be represented (up to a unitary transfor- 
mation) in the space H = I, @ L, in the following triangular form: 
whereB,=(2Imi,)‘,‘.IfdimH<,~, thena=OandN=dimH. 
Using (47) and (59) one can find operators A, B. The complex 
numbers ik coincide with the eigenvalues of Q and the values of a(.~) 
(0 < x ,< a) define the real spectrum of Q. 
Let us consider an important special case when NJ(~) satisfies the follow- 
ing condition: 
[w(<*)]* = w( -<). (601 
This condition and condition (2) imply W(O) = 1. In this case y’” = ;,“” and 
E’“(M) = I?(M). Equations (16) (17) for the collective input u( t, x) and 
output v(r, X) coincide. Hence, in this case, one can introduce a new input 
and a new output, defined by the relations 
fp = u + 0, fjout = i(u - c). (61) 
From (5 1) we conclude that 
where 
The function 
(63 1 
(64) 
w([) - 1 
Z(C) =- 
w(i) + 1 
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is said to be the impedance function. If Im [ 20 then Re Z(c) 3 0. In the 
case dim H= N < co the function w(c) has the form 
m (r-c)(5+ik) 
40= n 
kc, (5 - Ck)(i + 5:) 
(Im[,>O, N=2m) (65) 
and 
5. THE OUTPUT REPRESENTATION OF INTERNAL STATES 
Let the collective input u(t, x) be identically equal to zero. Then 
i $+ Af = 0, 
af iz+Bf=O, f(O,O)=h (~EH), 
(66) 
(67) 
u= -i@(f) 
and 
f( t, x) = [exp( i( tA + xB))]h, 
o(t, x) = -i@(f). 
(68) 
(69) 
To every element h of H there corresponds a vector function T(h) = u,(t, x) 
(0 < x < co, 0 < t < co), defined by (69). We call this function the output 
representation of the element h. The image YH = T(H) is a submanifold of 
the set of all solutions of Eq. (17). 
Assume [8] that the operator B satisfies the condition 
lim (eiXBh, eiXBh) = 0, (70) x’+cc 
where h is an arbitrary element of H (this is always the case if dim H < co ). 
Let us introduce in Y, the following scalar product: 
Cu,(t, xl, u,(t, x)1 = la (dB), v,(O, x), do, x)) dx. (71) 
0 
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If [v, u] =0 then ~(0, x) ~0 and the solution u(r, x) of the PDE (17), 
which satisfies the initial condition o( t, x)1, =0 = 0, is also equal to zero 
identically. Thus [v, u] = 0 implies u( t, x) = 0. From (10) it follows 
$ (f,f) = -(a(B)u, u) < 0. (72) 
Hence, 
[u, L’] = (h, h) (73) 
and the output representation u = Th is an isometric mapping of H onto 
9,. Let A” = TAT-‘, 8= TBT-’ be the output representation of A, B. 
Then, by definition, the relations (68), (69) imply 
eicrA +@‘u( t, x) = /I( t+ t, x + ::). 
The operators 2 and B have the following form: 
d(u)= -i$, 1 I I3 B(t)= -1~9 (1’EY”), (74) 
Thus in the output representation internal states are distributed along the 
positive part of the real axis and the collective motions (in the case 
u( t, x) = 0) are simple shifts of corresponding vector functions in 40 H. 
For instance, let dim H= N < IX. Assume that the operators A and B 
have a basis of joint eigenvectors 
Afk = bfkr Bfk=pkfk (k= 1, Z,..., N)
(f,, f*,..., f , in general are not orthogonal). If h = xckf; then 
(75) 
u( t, x) = C ck trk &‘+ + pkr’ 
and 
(&o(B)-p&A)+y”“‘)vk=O (W&, elk) = 0). 
The scalar product (or the energy of the collective state c) is 
6. THE JOINT TRANSFER FUNCTION 
(77) 
Let us recall that two colligations of the form 
x, = (4, B,, H,, @,c, E, a(A ), 4B)) (k = 1,2) 
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are said to be unitary equivalent if there exists a unitary transformation 
T(H,)= Hz of H, onto H, such that A, = TA, T-l, B2= TB, T-l, 
Q2 = Q1 T- ‘. It is easy to check [4, S] that if two commutative colligations 
are unitary equivalent their partial characteristic functions coincide. 
THEDREM 2. A commutative strict colligation is defined uniquely up to 
unitary equivalency of the principal component by its joint characteristic 
function S(M). 
Proof: (1) If g(M) = $1,~) (ME f) is given then the partial charac- 
teristic function S,(p) is defined uniquely. Indeed, let p be a real number. 
Then the solutions I, = &(,u) (k = 1,2,..., m; m <n = dim E) of the equation 
det(la(B) - pa(A) + yin) = 0 (79) 
are real, because the operators o(A), y’” are selfadjoint and a(B) > 0. The 
corresponding subspaces ,!?(A.,&), cl) of the eigenvectors are orthogonal 
with respect to the scalar product (o(B)u,, u2) and 
k=l 
Hence, 
sB(~)u = f ‘%2,(/d, pL)uk, 
k=l 
where uk E E’“(&(p), p). 
(2) It is evident that 
X, = (A, B + t-A, H, @, 6 o(A), o(B) + b(A)) (-oo<~<a) 
is also a strict commutative colligation. The discriminant polynomial of X, 
is 
where D is the discriminant polynomial of X and 
1’ = A, p’ = /.l + (1. 
The equality (35) implies that 
C(B+U)-b+5~)lp1 @*(dB)+MA)h u E E’“(A, p) 
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does not depend on <. Hence the joint characteristic functions of X, and X 
are connected in the following way: 
S,(n’, p’) = $a, p). 
Hence the partial characteristic function 
s,+,,(~‘)=z-i~[(B+5A)-~‘z]-‘~*(a(B)+~a(A)) (81) 
is defined uniquely on E for all [. It is known [S] that the characteristic 
function of the type (8 1) defines a corresponding commutative 
colligation X up to a unitary transformation of the principal subspace. 
Remark. The partial characteristic function S,4(1) has the following 
important properties: 
(Im ~)CSX(~)a(A)Sa(l)-~(A)l >O (Im 1. ZO), 
(82) 
Sf(lb(A p,(n) = a(A ) (ImE.=O). 
Indeed, from (6) it follows for u = u,e”‘, f=f,e’“‘, r = r,e”” that 
o-~*)(fo,fo)= (dA)u,, %)- (4A)b h) 
which implies (82). 
(83) 
Analogously one can obtain relations for S,(p) and for the joint charac- 
teristic function S( 44) (M(L, p) E r). 
7. COLLECTIVE MOTIONS OF A THREE-DIMENSIONAL MEDIUM 
Now let x = (x,, x2, x3) be a point of three-dimensional space R,. 
DEFINITION. An input u(r, x), a state f(r, x) and an output u( t, x) 
(XC R,) are said to be a collective input, state, and output, respectively if 
they satisfy equations of the following form: 
ig+ Af = @*a(A)[u(t, x)], 
i~+B.f=@*a(B,)[u(r,x)] (a = 1, 2, 3), (84) 
. DL 
u(t, x) = u(t, x) - i@[f(t, x)], 
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where 
X= (A, B,, B,, B,, @, E, a(A), a(B,), a(&), a(&)) 
is a commutative colligation, i.e., 
$A-A’)=@‘a(A)@, 
f (B, - B,*) = @*o(B,)@ (a = 1,2,3) 
(85) 
and AB,=B,A, B,B,=B,B,, a(B)>O, [o(A)]*=[a(A)]. 
As in Theorem 1 one can obtain the following result: 
If the colligation X is strict then an input u(t, x) is a collective input iff 
u(t, x) satisfies the equations of the form 
au au 
a,--a.--iykju=O 
axj /a~, (kj= 1,2, 394) (86) 
where x4 = t, B, = A, (Tk = a(B,). If Eqs. (86) are satisfied the output u 
satisfies the equations 
a0 a0 
‘k ax, 
--a.--iy’,v=Q 
J ax, 
Selfadjoint OperatOrS yk. and Tkj can be defined from the relations 
~(A,A:--A,A:)=~J*~,Q, 
f (Af A, - A,A,*) = @*y’kj@. 
(87) 
We assume that the operators B, (a = 1,2,3) depend linearly on the 
direction 5, (t: + t;: + <: = 1) of the original wave in the vacuum: 
B,= 1 L&v B,=A, 
p=1 
where (T,,) is a tensor of nonselfadjoint operators: 
f(T,,-T$)=@*a,p@ 
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Let us consider a particular case: 
TZa = aa0 B, B,= A. 
where aclB = agr are real numbers and 
+(A-A*)=@*o(A)@, f(B-B*)=@*g(B)@, 
$ (AB* - BA*) = O*y@, f (B*A - A*B) = @*ycP. 
Then 
Bx=vlB. rl,=Ca,&/,, gel = v,4B), 04=o(A) (89) 
and 
74x = rlaY, I’@ = T@ =0 (01,/?=1,2,3). 
Using conditions (86 ) for c(, /I = 1, 2, 3 we obtain 
(90) 
Hence. 
du=(‘I,dx,+Ilzd-~,+rl,dX3)M. 
Hence, u is a function of qIs, + qz?s, + qjx,, 
u=F(x,rl, +“z42+x,v3, t), 
If in particular 
u = uoeiC(.~k) -WI 
, 
then k, have the form 
k, = mm, rla = 1 aafi581 tlf+r:+t:= 1 
and 
u = uoeh?r - We) , y=x,q,+x,q2+x3~3. 
(91) 
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Using the conditions 
M. S. LIVSIC 
au au 
~or--04--iyc4u=0 
ax, ax, 
and the relations au/ax, = (au/aJj)qol we obtain 
From (91) it follows that 
where (a$‘)) is an inverse matrix and 
p2=~l(~,ahallkg)2=~b~~k.kp. 
Hence the wave u satisfies an algebraic equation 
(oa(B)+pa(A)-y)u,=O (UoEEi”(-w, P)) 
where 
If u(t, x) is a superposition 
u( t, x) = 1 uo(k)e’c(“k) - ,“dk (u&W%-w, PI) 
then u(t, x) satisfies the following matrix PDE: 
[ 
o(B)i$+o(A)d112+y u=O, 1 
where 
LI”~(u)=~ u,,(k) (1 bmgkaks)1’2 eiC(xk)-w’ldk. 
Analogously 
a(B)i~+o(A)d1/2+jj u=O. 1 
Thus we came to the following conclusions: 
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(I) The input and output waves have the same dispersion law: 
D (--co, (&?k.q2) =cl, 
where 
is the discriminant polynomial of the pair (A, B). 
(2) All the components of the input and output waves satisfy the same 
scalar PDE: 
D(-ii,dll’)u=O. 
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